






Each week we challenge new projects. We’re looking for the right frame, we play with 
the light, we create enviroment, we learn. It all brings us closer to the beautiful image. 

we’re ELEMENT.
A creative studio crafting visualizations of unbuilt architecture 

for architectural and real estate companies.

Check who trusts us!



The communication with ELEMENT was fast 
and clear both by emails and calls. We especially 
appreciated short daily Skype sessions with screen 

sharing, where we could see the progress. Jakub and 
Filip also brought valuable comments to the table 
and made the visuals looking better than we could 
imagine. I do not need to mention that the whole 
experience was very professional and everything 

was on time.









The night shot made for the Galileo Reference 
Centre competition entree was a winner. For the 

jury, it was clear, seeing this image, who the winner 
should be. Not just because of the design but 

understanding the universe and image of the client 
as well.





We have experienced ELEMENT as being very 
understanding with the dynamic of creative 

projects, showing a high level of flexibility and 
professionalism during the process.







With a flexible and responsive attitude, ELEMENT 
really shows their commitment with their clients 

and their challenges.







Communication with ELEMENT was clear and 
fluid what result in good work pace. We have 

always treated our cases with fluency, simplicity 
and speed. The subtle images of our proposition 

satisfied us a lot! We can highly recommend 
collaboration with Jakub and Filip.
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It’s always fun to work with ELEMENT. They 
quickly understand what we expect and try to 

fulfill our wishes.The images are created with great 
attention to details, that’s why the results are really 

impressive. The ELEMENT team is professional 
and work very fast!





We know ELEMENT for a long time and after 
few years I can say that we understand each other 
rather well. We are not afraid of giving them some 
freedom. In result we get back unique perspectives 
of our project. Working together is always a very 

pleasant experience! 















Architecture is for us like sport. To win a competition or a tender you need reliable 
team where skills of individuals complements each other. 

Direct conversation with the client and 

recognition of his needs always brings us    

closer to success. We ask questions. A lot! 

Even the most peculiar ones sometimes 

turn out to be important. 

We carefully select the frame and set the 

lighting to illustrate the building in the 

most favorable way.  It is clearly visible that 

good visualization   become  an  effective  

marketing element of any project. 

we design visualizations.



get in touch.

In case you will find our works appealing, do not hasitate to contact us.

We would love to talk about your project!
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